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General Comments
The examination consisted of two compulsory questions and three optional questions. Section A contained two
compulsory questions, one of which having 35 marks (Question 1) and the other having 25 marks (Question 2).
Section B comprised three questions of 20 marks each, of which candidates attempted any two.

The vast majority of candidates attempted four questions and there was little evidence of time pressure. Where
questions, or rather parts of questions, were left unanswered by candidates this appeared to be due to
candidate’s finding the technical content challenging, as opposed to time pressure.

The technique chosen by most candidates was to start with Section A (which carries 60 per cent of the marks)
and then move on to Section B, which is the most advisable method. A minority of candidates left Question 1 to
later which is a risky strategy given the weight of this question.

Candidates performed well on Questions 1a, 1b and 2a. Questions 1 and 2 were on topics previously examined,
and candidates showed a good understanding of the topics, albeit some common errors that were noted in
previous exam questions were repeated by candidates in this session. The questions candidates found most
challenging were questions 3b and 5. Question 3b was a VAT question, and candidates have consistently found
this topic challenging. Question 5 was on duty of documents and transfers, which is often examined in Question
1, and application of tax treaties. In particular, candidates found it difficult to demonstrate more than an
understanding of only the basic concepts of duty on documents and transfers.

A number of common issues arose in candidate’s answers:

 Candidates should sit the P6 Paper only once they feel very comfortable with the principles they would
have learnt in F6. Question 4, which contained elements of F6 was found challenging by candidates. In
questions 1 and 2, fundamental principles in Malta’s tax law were missed. All previous examiner’s
reports highlighted this point. Candidates are reminded that the P6 exam requires analytical thinking,
even if the question may seem easy at first.

 Candidates must read the facts of each question carefully, and should highlight, circle or underline key
information in order to ensure this is tackled in their answer. It is important that candidates read the
questions carefully as often candidates do not identify a key part of the question, or do not read the facts
well.

Candidates are on average better prepared for the Section A, but are not as well prepared for Section B.
Candidates are reminded that they should prepare themselves thoroughly for the whole exam, and should not be
selecting specific topics to study. It appears that candidates do not familiarise themselves with the law when
studying, but rely exclusively on notes and lectures. Without reading the law, candidates only understand
concepts and not the intricacies of tax law, which results in a failure to secure marks. This often results in
candidates missing the main point of a question. It is important that when studying reference is made to the law.

Specific Comments

Question One
This 35-mark question related to the tax implications of the sale of a factory Lifestyle Limited. In order to effect
the transfer, three different alternatives were being considered:

- A direct transfer of the factory by Health Limited to Lifestyle Limited
- An indirect transfer of the factory, whereby Health Limited sells the factory to a group company (Fitness

Limited) for the market value, and then Fitness Limited sells the factory to Lifestyle Limited for the same
price;
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- An indirect transfer, whereby Health Limited sells the factory to a group company (Fitness Limited) and
thereafter the shareholders of Fitness Limited sell their shares to Lifestyle Limited.

Part (a) for 26 marks required candidates to comment on the income tax and duty implications, and part (b) for
5 marks required candidates to calculate the tax to be paid by George Stivala on the sale of shares in Fitness
Limited.

The first alternative, was obviously the simplest. Candidates were required to comment on the application of the
property transfer rules, including the rate of tax to be charged on the transfer and the conditions of the
deductibility of the broker fees. The duty implications were also very straight forward. Candidates generally
performed well on this alternative, albeit, a number did not comment on the conditions for the deduction of the
broker fees. Some candidates either applied the capital gains provisions for this transfer or applied the old rates,
which was disappointing as these rules have not been in force for a while, and have already been examined in
the past. Candidates need to ensure they are studying from the latest notes, and law, and not focus only on past
papers.

The second alternative required candidates to comment on the two different stages of the transfer, initially the
intra-group transfer, followed by an outright sale of the property by Fitness Limited to Lifestyle Limited.
Candidates generally performed well with respect to the conditions for the application of the intra-group transfer,
identifying that both companies were part of a group, even though Josette Grech is not a shareholder in both
companies, and the common shareholders do not hold the same percentage in both companies. The second step,
i.e. the outright transfer of the property, appears to have been found more challenging by candidates. Given that
the companies are not a group of companies, the transfer was to be taxable under the property transfer rules, the
same as alternative one, and the reduced rate of 5% does not apply. While the majority of candidates identified
the tax implications of this transfer correctly, some candidates applied different rules to this subsequent transfer
(erroneously applying the capital gains rules, or the de-grouping provisions). This suggests that candidates do not
fully understand the rules and candidates need to dedicate more time to understand how the rules work and
where they apply.

The third alternative again required candidates to comment on the intra-group transfer of the factory, as well as
on the transfer of shares by the shareholders of Fitness Limited. Of the different shareholders, only George Stivala
had a controlling interest in Fitness Limited, meaning that the rules relating to the transfer of a controlling interest
only applied to his transfer. It was pleasing that the majority of candidates correctly understand how to determine
where there is a transfer of a controlling interest, and know the formula to determine the market value of a
company in those cases however a number of candidates failed to comment on the de-grouping charge which
applied in this case, and the tax implications thereof. It is important that candidates sitting for this exam to
dedicate time to reading the question and listing the main issues before they start to write their answer

The duty implications in alternative 2 and 3 were generally well answered.

Candidates generally performed well in part (b) of this question. Some candidates did not attempt the
calculations, which is disappointing as the main principles for the calculation of George Stivala’s tax had already
been commented in the question.

Question Two
This 25-mark question required candidates to comment on the Malta tax implications of the Property
Management group. The question sought to test candidate’s knowledge of the participation exemption rules,
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more specifically with respect to its application to companies that own immovable property (whether in Malta or
outside Malta), the refund system, the tax accounting rules and the taxation of rental income.

Part (a) for 22 marks required candidates to comment on the taxation of the group, while Part (b) for 3 marks
required candidates to comment on the applicability or otherwise of an exemption from capital gains upon the
transfer of shares in Property Management Malta by Property Management Lux.

Candidates’ performance in part (a) was varied. It was pleasing that the majority of candidates correctly identified
that the participation exemption did not apply in the case of dividends distributed by Valletta Property BVI Ltd, in
that it qualifies as a property company (given that it owns immovable property in Malta), while the participation
exemption applies in the case of dividends distributed by Tuscan Property Italy Ltd, as the immovable property it
owned was not situated in Malta. This distinction has previously been problematic for candidates, yet the
majority appear to have understood the rules. Candidates also correctly applied the rules in relation to taxation of
rental income.

What candidates found most challenging are the application of the intra-group allocations to the immovable
property account, in that many deemed that Valletta Project BVI Ltd and Global Marketing Malta Ltd were part of
a group for the purpose of the tax accounting rules, and therefore there should be an intra-group secondary
allocation. However, given that these companies are not held as to more than 25% by the same shareholders,
the secondary allocation did not apply. While candidates understand the rules in relation to the allocation of
taxed profits to different tax accounts, they appear to be less comfortable with the finer details of the Tax
Accounts Rules. Future candidates are advised to spend more time studying these rules.

Furthermore, a number of candidates explained all the rules for the application of the participation exemption on
dividends from Valletta Property BVI Ltd, only to finally comment that the participation exemption does not apply
as the company is a property company. Candidates should ensure that they manage their exam time effectively
and should avoid providing too much extra information.

Candidates found part (b) to be challenging, with a number of candidates simply stating that the exemption
applied as the transfer was a transfer by a non-resident, without going into the finer details of the rules in relation
to the transfer of shares in a property company. Candidates are reminded that they need to be familiar with the
detailed rules, and should not rely on a superficial understanding of these.

Question 3
Question 3 for 20 marks tested candidates’ knowledge of VAT rules and the application of the insurance
expatriate rules. The question was divided into two parts, Question 3(a) required candidates to comment on the
VAT implications of Win Insurance Ltd, and in part (ii) on the application of the insurance expatriate rules for a
potential employee of the company. Question 3(b) required candidates to comment on the VAT implications of
Clive Borg’s operations.

Question 3(a)(i) tested candidates’ knowledge of the VAT rules in relation to insurance companies, i.e. that their
services are considered exempt without credit, but where services are provided to non-taxable persons outside
the EU then the insurance company may claim a credit. Candidates generally performed well on this part,
correctly commenting on the VAT status of insurance companies, the place of supply rules and the exception, but
then did not consider the wider implications of the VAT treatment, i.e. the obligation to register for VAT and
submit VAT returns. Candidates should seek to be as comprehensive as possible in their answers.
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Question 3(a)(ii) for 7-marks had a mixed performance. Candidates were expected to comment on the conditions
for the application of these rules, as well as the benefits available to expatriates benefitting from these rules, i.e.
an exemption from certain fringe benefits. There was evidence that candidates find the different rules relating to
expatriates challenging, with a number of candidates explaining the rules applicable to the Highly Qualified
Persons Rules, rather than the said rules, some went as far as blending the two rules, thereby explaining the
exemptions from certain fringe benefits and also extending the 15% rate to such expatriates. Candidates’ appear
to find the application of the different programmes available to expatriates confusing. When studying the various
programmes available to expatriates, candidates should seek to clearly identify the different conditions and
benefits available under each rule.

Question 3(b) for 6-marks required candidates to comment on the two different supplies by Clive Borg, the first
supply qualified as a contract of works, meaning it is a supply of services, and the second supply is also a supply
of services. Especially with respect to the first supply, the majority of candidates determined that the supply is a
supply of goods, and continued to explain the rules applicable to the supply of goods. Candidates generally found
this question very challenging, mainly due to confusion in relation to the first supply.

Candidates are reminded that VAT has been examined consistently in P6.

Question 4
Question 4 for 20-marks required candidates to comment on the application of the Fringe Benefit Rules.
Candidates were given eight different scenarios and needed to comment on the application of the said rules to
the various benefits.

Candidates were generally comfortable with identifying whether a benefit would be treated as a fringe benefit or
not, but often limited themselves to the conclusion without commenting on the conditions for the application of
the rules. By way of exempt; the car allowance of €4,000 for employees is a fringe benefit, however, where the
car allowance is (i) part of the employees contract of employment; (ii) the employee is not in a controlling
position; and (iii) the employee is not entitled to the private use of a company car the value of the benefit is
reduced by 50% subject to a cap of €1,170. This effectively means that the difference between €4,000 and
€1,170 is taxable. Candidates often did not outline the three conditions for the application of the 50%
exemption, but limited themselves to commenting on the 50% exemption, and cap.

Candidates need to understand that their answer must be detailed enough to obtain the marks, using the number
of marks available as a guide.
A common mistake in this question was with respect to rules applicable to staff looking to further their studies
abroad. The rules provide that where this qualifies as business-related training which leads to the acquisition of
knowledge or skills necessary for the employee’s duties, then the benefits would be exempt, subject to certain
limitations. The majority of candidates came to the conclusion that this was a taxable fringe benefit.

Question 5
Question 5 for 20-marks examined candidates on two separate topics. Part (a) for 9 marks tested candidates’
knowledge of the jurisdiction to tax rules for duty on documents on the transfer of foreign marketable securities,
and part (b) for 11 marks tested candidates’ knowledge of the tax treaty provisions in relation to the international
transport of passengers and goods.

Question 5 was attempted by relatively few candidates. Candidates’ found part (a) particularly challenging.
Beyond the application of the different rates (% and 5%), candidates’ demonstrated only limited knowledge of
the duty on documents rules.
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Question 5(a) required candidates to comment on the duty implications of the transfer of foreign marketable
securities in three different scenarios. The first scenario related to the transfer of shares in a Spanish company to
a resident of Malta. The Spanish company has no connection to Malta. Candidates were required to identify that
since the contract is not executed in Malta and provided no use of the contract is made in Malta, there would be
no stamp duty. Most candidates commented that the company in not Maltese but generally did not comment on
the importance of the place of execution or the use of the contract.

The second scenario related to the transfer of shares in a Jersey company which owns property situated in Malta.
In this case, given that the company qualifies as a property company, the place of execution of the contract is not
important and duty of 5% is chargeable. Candidates generally correctly outlined that this transfer is dutiable.

The final scenario related to the transfer of shares in a Jersey company that had 50% of its business in Malta,
the management of a Maltese hotel. Candidates were expected comment on the place of execution of the
contract, its use in Malta and whether the transferor or transferees were individuals resident and domiciled in
Malta or not.

It appeared that candidates were not comfortable with the question on duty on documents outside the standard
questions which are examined in Part A of the exam.

Question 5(b)(i) for 3-marks required candidates to comment on the application of a double tax treaty with
respect to profits derived from the international transport of passengers and goods, and gains derived from the
transfer of ships operated in international transport. Candidates generally identified the rules correctly allocating
exclusive taxing rights to the country where the effective management of the ship owning company is situated,
i.e. Malta.

Question 5(b)(ii) for 8 marks required candidates to comment on the tax implications of Thomas Zerafa who is
mainly based in Cyprus, but works for a Maltese company. Candidates were required to consider the application
of the tie-breaker rule, which they generally answered well, as well as the rules relating to employment income.
The normal rules relating to employment income do not apply where employment is exercised aboard a ship
operated in international traffic, in such cases, no matter how long a person is in a country, they are taxed in the
country where the effective management of the employer is exercised. Furthermore, given that Thomas Zerafa is
employed on board a ship owned by a Malta company, the 15% rate available for overseas employment is not
applicable.

The situation completely reverses should the ship be sold to a Cypriot company, in this case Cyprus has taxing
rights, and the 15% rate is applicable in Malta.

While the tie-breaker rules (a general rule) was correctly explained, a number of candidates did not comment on
the exception to the rules on taxation of employment income and limited themselves to explaining only the
general rules.

Candidates should ensure that they study the application of tax treaties in more detail.


